UNOFFICIAL VISIT REMINDERS

Number of Visits
- Prospects may take an unlimited number of unofficial visits at any time except during a dead period (unless the prospect has signed a National Letter of Intent, MSU’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or MSU has received a financial deposit in response to its offer of admission).
- In men’s basketball, unofficial visits may not take place during July. In women’s basketball, unofficial visits may not take place during July evaluation periods.

Off-Campus Contact
- Off-campus contact with a contactable prospect is permissible, provided the contact occurs during a permissible contact period. Any off-campus encounter with the prospect must be recorded as a contact.

Meals and Lodging
- A prospect is responsible for the cost of his/her meals.
- A prospect may stay in a current student-athlete’s dorm room or on-campus apartment. Prospects may not stay off-campus with a current student-athlete.
- MSU may not make arrangements (i.e., hotel reservations) for a prospect to stay off-campus.

Entertainment
- MSU may provide three complimentary admissions to a prospect to a home athletics event. Other entertainment expenses are not permissible (e.g., student host money).

Transportation
- MSU may not provide transportation expenses to a prospect to travel to and from campus.
- It is permissible to provide transportation to view practice and competition sites in the prospect’s sport, institutional facilities and to attend a home contest.
- The prospect is responsible for the cost of parking on campus.

LODGING IN THE LOCALE OF THE INSTITUTION BEFORE OFFICIAL VISIT
It is permissible for a prospect to receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48-hour period of the official visit if the prospect arrives too late to begin the official visit that day. In sports other than basketball, expenses may be provided to the prospect only. This means that the institution may provide only one hotel room to the prospect at an off-campus location. In addition, the institution may pay for the prospect’s meals only. Other individuals accompanying the prospect would be responsible for the cost of additional lodging and meals. In basketball, an institution may pay for a prospect’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) including lodging and meals, without beginning the 48-hour period. Prospects in all sports may not receive entertainment expenses (e.g., student host) the night before the official visits is scheduled to begin.

RECRUITING CALENDAR

BASEBALL
Quiet Period: Sept. 1-12
Contact/Eval. Period: Sept. 13-30

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Quiet Period: Sept. 1-8
Contact/Eval. Period: Sept. 9-30

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Quiet Period: Sept. 1-8
Contact Period: Sept. 9-29
Evaluation Period: Sept. 30
(Evaluations at certified nonscholastic events: Sept. 27-29)

CROSS COUNTRY/TRACK & FIELD
Contact/Eval. Period: Sept. 1-30

FOOTBALL
Evaluation Period: Sept. 1-30
42 evaluation days Sept.—Nov.

SOFTBALL
Contact/Eval. Period: Sept. 1-30

VOLLEYBALL
Contact/Eval. Period: Sept. 1-30

ADMISSIONS PRESENTATION
The Office of Admissions presentation will take place September 11 at 9:00 a.m. in the Smith Center room #220. All coaches are invited to attend.

COMPLIANCE MADNESS
First round standings
#1 - Tennis
#2 - Field Hockey and Golf
#4 - Gymnastics
#5 - Volleyball

RANDOM TRIVIA
The elephant is the only mammal that cannot jump.